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Burke Civil Rights Litigation Team Secures
Defense Verdict for the City of Los Angeles

A Burke, Williams & Sorensen, LLP Litigation team representing
the City of Los Angeles and LAPD officer Brandon Purece secured a
high profile defense jury verdict in a Los Angeles Superior Court civil
rights action (Bradley Steyn v. City of Los Angeles. et al.,
20STCV34657). Plaintiff Bradley Steyn sued for battery, assault,
intentional infliction of emotional distress, violations of the Ralph Act
and the Bane Act, and negligence arising from Steyn being shot in the
groin by Purece with a less than lethal foam projectile. Plaintiff, a
South African, alleged that the 40mm Less-Lethal Launcher was used
to target him in an unauthorized manner, immediately after he
violently kicked another LAPD officer during a fluid and rapidly
evolving protest in the City’s Fairfax District on May 30, 2020. The
protest was preceded by the in-custody death of George Floyd in
Minneapolis five days earlier. Steyn’s kick of Officer Purece’s fellow
LAPD officer was so severe that the officer’s pistol magazine fell out of
his vest and he suffered injuries to his stomach, shoulder, and elbow.

Burke partner Brian S. Ginter led the Burke defense team, which
included partner Charles E. Slyngstad, associate attorney Kyle
Anne Piasecki and paralegal Phil Paley. Ginter opined, “A jury
accurately and fairly determined that Officer Purece used reasonable
force and did not violate Mr. Steyn’s rights. The jury rightly rejected
Steyn’s request for $10 million in compensation.” Ginter also noted
“this verdict was exceptional because we were able to show that
Officer Purece appropriately used the 40mm launcher against Mr.
Steyn, even though the round struck Mr. Steyn in an area that should
not be targeted.”  Plaintiff Bradley Steyn was represented by Lisa
Bloom and three other attorneys with The Bloom Firm.
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